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Alone we can do so 
little; together we 
can do so much

Helen Keller

THE
UNMET

NEED

Type 1 Diabetes Families need ongoing 
education & support at each stage of 
growth. The basic survival skill training is 
time and effort intensive. 

Structured education in T1D care leads to 
better control, better quality of life and less 
hospitalization. Educators play an essential 
role in empowering the T1D Families.

Unfortunately, in many towns and rural 
areas, qualified diabetes educators are not 
accessible. This is a major shortfall in our 
diabetes care ecosystem. 

In an effort to reach out to more families, 
we at Udaan, devised a structured program 
where our existing eco-system could be 
leveraged to impart optimum care. The 
team of existing mothers (D-Moms) were 
trained to become D-Coaches. 
Today 30 D-Coaches support more than 
650 children hailing from 200 km 
radius in rural Marathwada.

These D-Coaches effectively become the 
missing link in the care ecosystem.
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Module 1: TRAIN TO TRAIN

CREATE 
YOUR OWN
D-COACHES
3 ways to engage with us

Learn to train the D-Moms. Attend a 
2 days workshop at the Udaan 
center

Module 2: TRAIN THE D-MOMS
Bring your own group of selected 
D-Moms to get trained by 
Udaan trainers. 

Module 3: CALL OUR TEAM
You can invite our trained and 
experienced team at your facility 
to train your trainer or D-Moms. 

Call us on 9822024117 or
Mail on myt1moms@gmail.com
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The Power 
of D-Mom 
as D-Coach
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BRIDGING THE 
CARE ECO-SYSTEM

1. D-Moms can empathize and connect
2. D-Moms are aware of socio-cultural context
3. D-Moms can speak the same local 

language/dialect
4. D-Moms hold convincing power 

due to experience
5. D-Moms can bust local myths
6. D-Moms can find the loopholes..
   'been there,done that!'
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For 
Trainers
WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
Diabetes educators who have a large number 
of T1D families to take care of at their centre

KEY TAKE-AWAYS
• A structured basic care program to 

train the D -moms at their centre
• Hands on training on teaching methodology
• Training in  communication skills
• Exposure to designing localised 

teaching tools
• Learning to identify suitable candidates 
• Learning to evaluate the trained candidates

COURSE DETAILS
• A 12 hours interactive training module.
• It can be spread over to two to three days as 

per requirement
• The course includes theory, practical, live 

demonstration and evaluation



For 
D-Coach
WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
The D-Moms who fulfil the selection 
criterias* deligently

KEY TAKE-AWAYS
• Knowledge of basic self-care 

skills in T1D care
• Ability and tools to teach these 

skills using teaching aids
• Communication skills with different

kinds of T1D families
• Evaluation methods to assess the impact
• Teaching Toolkit designs

COURSE DETAILS
• It's a 48 hrs** intense training containing 

5 modules that include theory, practical, live 
demonstration and evaluation

• Hand-on training with T1D families

*Detailed criteria will be provided 
**The hours per day can be spread as per requirement
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Dr Archana is a physician with a passion for diabetes 
care in resource constrained settings. Fifteen years ago 
she founded a NGO called Udaan for underprivileged 
children with T1D in Aurangabad, India. Last 15 years 
600 children with T1D have joined this family to get 
empowered and lead meaning full lives. A passion for 
teaching, Dr . Archana teaches doctors, educators and 
patients alike. Creating  teaching tools specially  for 
rural areas is her special interest.

Dr. Archana led the first Indian T1D challenge trek, 
setting precedence with 23 children from across the 
country that completed it successfully. Adolescence 
support group, vocational guidance and matrimony 
alliances are an integral part of her work. A part of CDIC, 
KIDS , SWEET registry, she likes to let her work speak. 
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About 
Us

9822024117
myt1moms@gmail.com
www.udaankids.org

UDAAN
STORY

CHIEF
MENTOR

Udaan provides optimum care while struggling with the 
challenges of rural, illiterate, low income settings of T1D 
families. An earthen pot created and tested to store 
insulin effectively changed dramatically the outcomes in 
electricity deprived areas. A unique innovation to reach 
out to the rural children in an area without diabetes 
educators was to create teams of diabetes coaches by 
training mothers of T1D children. These mother coaches 
today form a much needed bridge providing 
individualised care to each child. A strong believer that 
every child matters, Udaan runs 24x7 helplines to 
support these children and families in distant villages.


